ence of A. C. Bradley through the "theory wars" of the 1980s to the ever-multiplying approaches used today. 5 Perhaps more ambitiously, some scholars even suggest or argue for future directions of Shakespeare scholarship. 6 And while several essays or editions make claims about a particular play' s rising or falling popularity, our study is the first to use quantifiable evidence to account for the critical reception of Shakespeare' s plays by considering how much is written about an individual play in relation to the others. This essay focuses on critical interest in Shakespeare rather than popularity in theaters-though we do include essays about particular performances of Shakespeare' s plays in our results. 7 Ultimately, the relative popularity of Shakespeare plays reveals our critical preoccupations and concerns. Our title is taken from Cymbeline when Posthumus, trying to deny Jachimo' s falsehoods, pleads, "Spare your arithmetic, never count the turns." To apply Posthumus' s words to a situation he could never have imagined (a statistical analysis of Shakespeare studies), if we spare the arithmetic, we will not see the turns that the field has taken.
" THE NUMBERS TRUE, AND, WERE THE NUMB' RING TOO": WHAT COUNTS?
Data were collected using the World Shakespeare Bibliography Online (WSB) during the fall of 2014. At the time (WSB release 20143), the bibliography' s self-reported statistics gave that it contained over 140,000 records of scholarship and theatrical productions concerning Shakespeare from all over the world in all languages (even Klingon) between 1960 and 2014.
Thoroughly accounting for scholarly output on Shakespeare' s plays would have been all but impossible were it not for the WSB. Although there are many other ways to search for publications on Shakespeare, no other resources offer so comprehensive a focus. Inclusion in the WSB does not guarantee that a given work is scholarly: for instance, the bibliography includes new adaptations of Shakespeare' s work (stage, musical, video, and dance) and selectively covers, for example, popular newspaper articles of particular interest to Shakespeareans. Because the WSB does not assess a work' s scholarly rigor, we limited our search to entries classified as being a "Book monograph," "Article" (both in journals and edited collections), "Dissertation," or "Computer software." No other filters were used. Naturally, the remarkable utility of the WSB also presents a limitation to the study: rather than discussing trends in Shakespeare scholarship, we are looking at trends in publications about Shakespeare' s plays, or, even more precisely, those publications placed into one of the above categories by the editors of the WSB.
The WSB categories can also, at times, be slippery. "Dissertation" is perhaps the clearest type included in this study.
9 "Book monograph" encompasses not only traditional academic books and popular works on Shakespeare but also editions; translations; printed adaptations; and outliers such as the graphic novel Kill Shakespeare (WSB Document ID number aaz408), the novel Othello (ai506), and The Two Millionth Volume: In Celebration (ad326)-an entry that indexes both an exhibition catalogue and an accompanying pamphlet. 10 The "Article" category comprises some newspaper coverage but not all, note-length essays (in, for instance, Notes and Queries), traditional academic journal essays in familiar venues (such as Shakespeare Quarterly and Shakespeare Bulletin), and chapters in edited collections. 11 The "Computer software" category contains material dating from as early as 1983 (such as Paul Davies' s Shakespeare: The Tempest [an74]) to some of the most up-to-date online tools, including Folger "SPARE YOUR ARITHMETIC, NEVER COUNT THE TURNS"
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Klingon Hamlet: The Restored Klingon Version, ed. Mark Shoulson (New York: Pocket Books, 2000), aab837. When citing entries in the WSB, we offer the "Document ID" number, which is searchable through the advanced search option. 9 If a dissertation is subsequently revised and published as a book, the WSB includes only an entry for the book and notes the dissertation in the entry. 10 Although adaptations are included in our study as publications about Shakespeare' s plays, reviews or discussions of those adaptations are excluded from the bibliography unless they substantially treat Shakespeare 11 The "Article" category generally does not include brief reviews of productions or monographs, as those are included in the entry for the book, production, or article being reviewed under the subheading "Review(s)."
Digital Texts (aaac4).
12 When the bibliography began cataloguing "Computer software," the editors could hardly have anticipated the boom in websites devoted to Shakespeare and the sometimes fleeting nature of online works. 13 The bibliography itself has gone through the growing pains that come from adopting changing technological standards. The WSB began as an appendix to the print version of Shakespeare Quarterly in 1949, grew into its own annual issue of the journal, and had its first digital release as a CD-ROM in 1996. This latter development won editor James L. Harner the Besterman Medal for outstanding electronic reference work. Now the WSB is entirely online, which makes possible large-scale data mining projects like this one. The "Computer software" the bibliography includes, by and large, is scholarly in nature and not simply fan sites, blogs, or production company sites. Some early materials in the "Computer software" category, such as "Shakespeare Quizzes: Romeo and Juliet" (1986, aj748), would not make the WSB today because Shakespeare quizzes are published online in any number of venues.
The "Document type[s]" included in the WSB that we have chosen to omit include "Production," "Film," and "Audio Recording"-elements that are performance-based rather than textual. Perhaps future statistical analyses could draw on these categories in the bibliography. Furthermore, we excluded the "Book collection" category, as it has its own section in the taxonomy ("Festschriften") not linked to particular plays; as mentioned above, chapters from collections are, however, indexed as "Article [s] ."
14 Though the WSB' s mandate and typology can complicate the data, it does not nullify our ability to draw conclusions based on this large data set. Rather, it allows us to approach the entries in this annotated bibliography knowing how the taxonomy functions.
Once we outlined the project boundaries by limiting ourselves to entries listed as "Book monograph," "Article," "Dissertation," or " was straightforward, if time-consuming (as the WSB does not currently allow users to download large data sets), to collect the data we used in this paper. We searched for publications for each play separately, sorted the results by year, and then simply counted the number of works in these categories concerning that play each year. Others who wish to use this data without redoing the entire search are welcome to contact the authors, who are happy to share their data set.
We limited our search to the period 1960-2010. Because there is sometimes a few years' lag before a published scholarly work is indexed, we expect that numbers from 2011 to present are likely to be incomplete in the sense that their values will increase over the next few years. 15 We confined our study to extant plays attributed to Shakespeare, ignoring the poems, the apocryphal works such as Locrine, and speculation about the lost plays Cardenio and Love's Labor's Won. As a study about the relative popularity of work on each play, our purview excludes general Shakespeareana such as biographies and wide-ranging studies not linked to specific plays by the WSB.
Searching and organizing the results by play might sound clear-cut, but the reality of scholarship is that not all books and articles focus entirely on a single play. The WSB taxonomy reflects this. For example, it includes a category for "King Henry IV, Part I" and "King Henry IV, Part 2" individually, as well as a category for "King Henry IV, Parts I and 2" because those plays (like the Henry VI plays) are often considered as a unit. In practice, we added the total number of entries in the WSB for each of these categories together in order to reflect the scholarship about these groups of plays; we have similarly treated the Henry VI plays together. The WSB indexes comparative works-a standby of literary criticism-twice. So an essay about two plays, such as Pascale Aebischer' s "'Yet I'll speak': Silencing the Female Voice in Titus Andronicus and Othello," has two placeholders in the WSB (bbb691 and bbb692) because it is found in two places in the taxonomy: "Individual Works-Plays / Titus Andronicus / Scholarship and Criticism / Criticism" and "Individual Works-Plays / Othello / Scholarship and Criticism / Criticism." 16 In terms of our statistics, this work would be counted once in the Titus category and once in the Othello category.
"SPARE YOUR ARITHMETIC, NEVER COUNT THE TURNS" 5 15 The WSB is published in quarterly updates (each update is separately searchable in the "advanced search" function. Not all works from 2013 appear in the final 2013 update, however: works are entered based on when they are received by the WSB. This causes a particular delay with non-English works, where the WSB relies on the intellectual generosity of international correspondents. As such, limiting the dates to 2010 ensures that the global nature of the work annotated in the WSB is represented in the statistics.
Having multiple entries for comparative works means that they count for more than single-work articles in some of the summary statistics; however, the weighting of works is by no means an exact science. Moreover, our research does not weight the relative significance or length of each work: a book on Othello is one publication, as is a journal article or a note, and an article on a single play counts differently than an article on two plays.
"SO FAST THOU GROW'ST ": A BURGEONING FIELD Unsurprisingly, the number of pieces written about Shakespeare' s work has substantially increased over time. As an illustration of how quickly scholarship has grown, consider Table 1 . In this table, we show the average number of published scholarly articles concerning each play during the five-year period from 1960 to 1964, and compare it to the same average over the five-year period from 2000 to 2004. For most plays, the average annual number of publications has at least doubled in the last fifty years: on average, the number of publications for each play has tripled. The rise in Shakespeare-centric publications is symptomatic of the increase in humanities publishing over the same period. As Mark Bauerlein points out, "In some twenty years [between 1956-1980] , then, scholarly output increased nearly sixfold in one area of the humanities" as recorded by the Modern Language Association' s International Bibliography. 17 While it might not be surprising that Shakespeare studies have grown along with increasing pressure to publish, the attention given to each play is variable, as Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate. " TO EACH OUR OWN HAMLET": HAMLET TOPS THE CHARTS Though Hamlet' s enduring popularity might not be surprising (as demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2 ), the sheer scale at which writing about Hamlet dwarfs writing about the other plays is perhaps unexpected. Hamlet alone accounts for more than 15% of all writing about Shakespeare from 1960 to 2010, and the triad of Hamlet, Macbeth, and Othello make up almost a third of writing about Shakespeare during this period. In the graph below (see Figure 1) , we plot the total number of publications by play in descending order-in this case, by the total number of items about each play published in the period from 1960 to 2010. Interestingly, the number of publications seems to decay exponentially as we move down the list of popular plays. That is, each time we move from one play to the next, the total number of scholarly works about the play drops by 6 SHAKESPEARE QUARTERLY about 7.8%. Indeed, the exponential decay equation shown in the upper righthand corner of Figure 1 describes the data quite well with one glaring exception: Hamlet is considerably more popular than would be expected by this model. 18 The general trend that is seen throughout the plays completely breaks down for Hamlet. A statistician would normally expect about half the amount of writing about Hamlet than the actual value given the rest of the data. The black line in Figure 1 represents the best-fitting exponential curve for play popularity: the number of publications predicted for Hamlet by the model can be seen to be dramatically lower than the actual value.
The unparalleled popularity of Hamlet (see Figures 1 and 2 ) is perhaps both inexplicable and yet, paradoxically, easily explained. Hamlet is popular because Hamlet is popular: its popularity breeds further renown, and each adaptation, each performance, each article, or monograph is fodder for further engagement with Shakespeare' s play. Recent issues of Shakespeare Quarterly reveal not just one Hamlet, but "Two Hamlets," "Three Hamlets," or more. 19 This multiplicity of Hamlets comes from performance, adaptation, and homage. As Sarah Werner puts it, "The textual history of the play reveals three different Hamlets from Shakespeare' s time; the production history reveals an impossibly large number of Hamlets in the time after Shakespeare." These Hamlets, she concludes, "speak powerfully about the hold Shakespeare' s play has on us." 20 Margreta de Grazia suggests, "No work in the English literary canon has been so closely identified with the beginning of the modern age as Hamlet," 21 though exactly how and why Hamlet speaks to twentieth-and twenty-first-century scholars cannot be pinned down because the interactions with the text are multifaceted. Alexander Welsh argues that "Hamlet became a modern hero . . . as soon as Shakespeare put his hands on him four hundred years ago," whereas Marjorie Garber encapsulates the argument of Shakespeare and Modern Culture by proposing that "Shakespeare makes modern culture and modern culture makes Shakespeare." Many of the titles in the 2011 special issue of Shakespeare Quarterly on "Surviving Hamlet"-for example, "Hamlet without Us" and "Forget Hamlet"-point to how difficult it is to shake our scholarly infatuation with this play, while also suggesting that Hamlet might not drop in popularity.
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" THIS TIMELESS TRAGEDY ": GENRE AND PLAY POPULARITY Quantifying the number of publications about Shakespeare' s plays demonstrates that scholarly interest can and should be considered in relation to genre. The number of scholarly publications written about tragedies in general is higher than the number of publications about comedies and histories combined, though Hamlet is largely responsible for this difference. If we remove Hamlet from consideration, tragedies are still written about the most, but the margin drops. In fact, there has been more criticism written about Hamlet alone than about all of the histories combined. The genre of particular Shakespeare plays can be a contentious topic, especially for those considered "problem plays," such as Measure for Measure, as well as for those labeled "romances" or "tragicomedies," such as The Tempest. Recent work by Michael Witmore, Jonathan Hope, and others, however, suggests that genre may in fact be more tangible than usually supposed-as Witmore puts it, "something real."
24 By considering writing about particular plays in the WSB, we can quickly find accurate measures of the relative popularity of the primary Shakespeare genres, and we can compare the plays within each genre. Figures 3  and 4 show the total number of publications in the WSB from 1960 to 2010 by genre, considering both the original First Folio and contemporary classifications. 25 The discussion of genre that follows uses the classifications of The Riverside Shakespeare, which are expressed in Figure 4 .
With Figure 4 , a natural question is whether the higher counts for the tragedies are due to their actual popularity or simply to the number of plays in that genre. In Figure 5 , we report this data again, but we divide the total number of publications in the genre by the number of plays included. Tragedies are still the plays most written about even when we remove Hamlet, which, as we have shown (see Figure 1) , is an outlier.
Figures 3 and 4 show that from 1960 to 2010, Shakespeare' s tragedies have garnered more attention than other genres, though this is in large part due to Hamlet' s popularity. Figure 4 reveals that when we account for romances, the gap widens even further between interest in tragedy and other genres. 26 The WSB enables additional consideration of genre and classification by including play groups in the taxonomy: "Comedies," "Histories," "Tragedies," and "Romances," as expected, but also "Apocrypha" and "Poems."
27 This study does not account for works indexed in the WSB' s broad generic categories, but rather only for those works about specific plays.
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Analyzing the WSB data not only reveals which genres attracted more attention, but also the relative popularity of plays in a given genre. Although Hamlet is studied much more than other plays in Shakespeare' s canon, the disparate amount of attention is less dramatic when we consider tragedies alone (see Figure 5 ; consider with Figure 1 ). The five most popular plays (Hamlet, King Lear, Macbeth, Othello, and Romeo and Juliet) comprise about 80% of all writing about tragedies (see Figure 6) . 29 Comparing the results from the writing about plays in the WSB to the Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) Performance Database and the performances listed in the WSB shows a disparity between how frequently a play is performed and how often works about that play are published (see Table 3 ). 30 The RSC "SPARE YOUR ARITHMETIC, NEVER COUNT THE TURNS" 13 26 In Figure 4 , note that the total number of publications about comedy is smaller than it is in Figure 3, as The Tempest and The Winter's Tale have been moved to the "Romances" category. Similarly, the number of tragedies is (slightly) reduced by moving Cymbeline to "Romances." Note that Two Noble Kinsmen and Pericles are included in Figure 4 but not in Figure 3 . 27 Although the WSB uses generic categories, including "Romances," it does not classify each individual play by genre; rather, the genre categories are used for works that specifically discuss an entire genre, such as Ann Blake, "Shakespeare' s Comic Locations," in Shakespeare: World Views, ed. Heather Kerr, Robin Eaden, and Madge Mitton (Newark: U of Delaware P, 1996), 102-10. 28 We include essays on each comedy, but broader essays, such as Blake, "Shakespeare' s Comic Locations," are excluded from the data as they are not linked to individual plays but to the entire genre. 29 For Figure 6 , a complete breakdown of the popularity of the plays within the tragedies is as follows: Hamlet, 30.5%; King Lear, 15%; Macbeth, 13.5%; Othello, 11.6%; Romeo and Juliet, 9.7%; Antony and Cleopatra, 5.7%; Julius Caesar, 5.6%; Coriolanus, 3.6%; Titus Andronicus, 3.2%; Timon of Athens, 1.6%. Table 3 as the most written about and most performed text, the WSB and RSC columns reveal that although Hamlet is written about more than the other tragedies, the RSC does not perform it much more frequently than Lear, Macbeth, or Romeo and Juliet. Both performance columns, furthermore, suggest that audiences enjoy Romeo and Juliet more than scholars enjoy writing about it-although, of course, a record of performance is no indicator of critical acclaim. As a company that primarily performs Shakespeare plays, the RSC has a relatively even coverage of the tragedies, unlike the productions indexed in the WSB (global, multilingual), which include troupes and venues that perhaps feature Shakespeare only every couple of years and would be more likely to choose 0 one of the heavy hitters. The coverage of both publications and productions in the WSB shows the relative neglect of the less-popular tragedies-that is, Antony and Cleopatra, Coriolanus, Titus Andronicus, and Timon of Athens. When compared to the treatment of his tragedies, writing about Shakespeare' s comedies has a much more equal distribution of popularity (see Figure 7) . 31 While A Midsummer Night's Dream, As You Like It, and Twelfth Night are the regular fare of summer Shakespeare festivals, The Merchant of Venice-the comedy most written about-is not considered light, with its antiSemitism, conflict between Old and New Testament mores, and potential mutilation and death. Though The Merchant of Venice meets the traditional criterion for being a comedy (ending in marriage), many scholars and editors either justify or disparage its place amid the other plays. While World War II has inalterably changed how we consider The Merchant of Venice, until the WSB extends coverage into the past, claims that "uneasiness after World War II altered the great popularity enjoyed by The Merchant of Venice" cannot be quantified. 32 Indeed, as Figure 7 , the seven most popular plays are plotted individually; the ten least popular plays, which comprise one-third of scholarship on the comedies, are grouped together in the category "other." A complete breakdown of the popularity of the plays within the comedies is as follows: War II did not decrease our interest in Shakespeare' s most famous Jew; rather, it framed a new set of discussions.
The Merchant of Venice is not the only problem play to feature prominently in Figure 7 : Measure for Measure and Troilus and Cressida are also often considered problem plays and, as Figure 7 shows, receive a fair amount of critical attention. 34 As be lighthearted, but the conclusion to Measure for Measure is not. 35 Troilus and Cressida ends with infidelity and death. Although when compared to comedies of similar popularity Troilus and Cressida is performed much less than it is written about, the play is performed about the same number of times as tragedies of similar popularity, such as Titus Andronicus and Coriolanus (see Figure 1) . 36 Table 4 ).
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Unlike the comedies and tragedies, which are stand-alone texts, eight of the ten history plays are part of larger groups, which means their relative popularity can hardly be considered alone. The plays can be examined within their tetralogies or within smaller groups such as both Henry IV plays. Their performance and publication history reinforces the need to address these plays in groups, as they have been both performed and printed together since the early modern period: 39 Despite the popularity of the three Henry VI plays when they were first performed and published, today Richard III is the main reason people turn to Shakespeare' s first tetralogy (see Figure 8) . 40 The P, 1974) . Although we offer a comparison of performance to writing about tragedies and comedies, the history plays merit their own study precisely because they are often performed in adaptations that challenge classification; see, for example, the Stratford Festival of Canada' s 2002 production of the three Henry VI plays in two parts: Henry VI: Revenge in France (cch96) and Henry VI: Revolt in England (cch98).
second tetralogy garners 56% of the writing on Shakespeare' s histories, despite the relative lack of attention to Richard II. Even Henry VIII and King John, the two stand-alone histories, are more discussed than Richard II-although if we take each Henry VI play individually, they fall to the least popular position. It seems that Jack Cade and Joan of Arc cannot compete with the eponymous star of the Henriad, Henry V.
If the Henry VI plays are the neglected younger brother of the histories, the same is true of Two Noble Kinsmen among the romances. Far from being the younger brothers, however, the three Henry VI plays were perhaps the first that Shakespeare ever wrote-and Two Noble Kinsmen one of the last. 41 Two Noble Kinsmen, like Henry VIII, Pericles, and 1 Henry VI, is widely accepted as one of the plays that Shakespeare cowrote, and, as Figure 1 and Table 2 reveal, all three number in the least popular plays. 42 Perhaps the WSB data require that we acknowledge our desire to find "real" Shakespeare: not those works written at the dawn or twilight of his career, but those he composed at its height. The data might also suggest that we write more about plays that we believe are solely by Shakespeare and not coauthored.
Of the romances and of the late plays, The Tempest is by far the most popular; indeed, even if we considered The Tempest a comedy (as it is categorized in the First Folio) it would still be the most popular of its genre, with more writing about it than A Midsummer Night's Dream (see Figure 9 ). Since the seventeenth century, The Tempest has been one of Shakespeare' s most popular plays, with early adaptations including John Dryden and William Davenant' s semioperatic reworking (1670), Thomas Shadwell' s opera (1674), and parodies such as Thomas Duffett' s The Mock Tempest (1675), not to mention numerous settings of the songs. 43 And while the WSB does not index works solely about adaptations, it does include articles and books that treat Shakespeare' s original substantively in relation to the adaptation. 44 As the next section of our study Descriptive statistics-the comparisons given in the previous section-can be valuable in part because they provide us with precise values (of course many people write about Hamlet, but just how many?). In this section, we employ linear regression and time-series analysis to discover more about long-term trends in Shakespeare scholarship. 45 We now turn from examining only the number of publications concerning a given play, and begin comparing the plays to each other, irrespective of the overall increase in scholarship over the last half century. To this end, we built a new data set in which we tracked the proportion of publications for a given year about each play. In 1970, for example, there are 663 academic publications listed in the WSB, and 32 of these concern Julius Caesar. The proportion of published works that concern Julius Caesar, therefore, is 32/663 ≈ 0.048, or about 4.8%. In this section, we discuss the popularity of each play or subset of plays as relative to the rest. And while we can show how often publications focus on particular plays, this is, of course, no indication of the reception or enjoyment of a particular work. Consider, for instance, the articles in "Bad" Shakespeare: Revaluations of the Shakespeare Canon (ag154), which are included in our count and label plays as different as The Taming of the Shrew, Henry VIII, Romeo and Juliet, and King Lear as "bad." 46 As a project that indexes decades of Shakespeare scholarship, the WSB can indicate which plays become significantly more (or less) popular over time. 47 The definition of significant as it relates to statistics is crucial here. If the popularity of a play has increased significantly, this means that it is very unlikely that such an increase is due to chance alone. Because it is always possible that an event is simply due to chance (it is, for example, possible that twenty randomly chosen numbers could make an increasing sequence), statistics has developed tools to determine the probability of such a chance occurrence. This is the p-value and is given in Table 5 under the column of the same name. 48 By using the ideas of significance and the p-value, we can identify plays that have significantly increased or decreased in popularity, relative to all the writings about Shakespeare' s other plays (see Table 5 for a complete list). Julius Caesar exhibited the most significant decline; that its popularity has declined an average of only 0.046 percentage points per year hides the significance of this decline. Over the first five years of the 1960s (1960-64), an average of 4.3% of work written about Shakespeare' s plays concerned Julius Caesar; over the first five years of the 2000s (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) , the average was 2.27%. That is to say, the play is written about only half as often as it was half a century ago. If Julius Caesar were a Fortune 500 company, we would say it is losing market share. The decline in Caesar scholarship could be linked to evolving secondaryschool curricula that now include more diversity in plays. As Russ McDonald noted about American high schools in 1995, "Macbeth, Julius Caesar, and Romeo and Juliet will probably never disappear from the curriculum, but lately they have been supplemented by such unlikely titles as Antony and Cleopatra and even All's Well That Ends Well." 49 In 1963, G. B. Harrison' s "The Teaching of Shakespeare" in The English Journal focused entirely on how to teach Julius Caesar and explained why Caesar is a better choice for the classroom than other plays. 50 Half a century later, The English Journal' s two themed issues on , the coefficient of determination, indicates what percentage of all the variation in popularity is explained just by the year. The p-value (see n. 48) is the probability of seeing such a strong relationship for no reason other than pure chance. Generally, any p-value of <0.05 is considered to be significant. b Plays that have decreased most in popularity. c Plays that have increased most in popularity.
While Julius Caesar lost popularity, The Tempest grew steadily more popular over the second half of the twentieth century (see Figure 10 , which shows them starting at roughly the same popularity; compare to The plays we choose to write about reveal our scholarly preoccupations as much as the theoretical approaches we take to those plays. Figure 11 shows a fiveyear moving average of the popularity of plays that involve cross-dressing over time. 55 (A five-year moving average plot is a plot of popularity versus time, where we find the average popularity of the play during the five-year period centered at that year. The plot smoothes out single-year spikes, and gives a better overall representation of the data.) We can see, for example, that in the mid-1980s, more than 12% of Shakespeare scholarship concerned one of the cross-dressing plays, although these data do not represent what critical approach each publication takes. Given that the cross-dressing plays constitute about half of the comedies, one might reasonably wonder whether the trends seen here simply reflect larger, genre-level trends. Although the comedies do show a similar movement (increas-26 SHAKESPEARE QUARTERLY 55 Future work in this area could consider the relative popularity of other play groups, such as the history tetralogies, plays set in Italy, or green world comedies. The way we compare the plays affects our understanding of their relative popularity, as the discussion of romances, tragicomedies, and problem plays vividly illustrates. For Figure 11 ing in popularity in the 1980s and after 2000), the difference shown in Figure 11 is more dramatic. While recent scholarship has indeed pointed to the importance of considering gender, sexuality, and genre by exploring the impact of cross-dressing in Shakespeare drama, many of the pivotal monographs in the field consider multiple plays and, as such, fall into the "General" category of the WSB. These include Garber' s Vested Interests, Jean E. Howard' s The Stage and Social Struggle in Early Modern England, and Stephen Greenblatt' s Shakespearean Negotiations.
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The increasing popularity of the cross-dressing plays reveals, chiastically, that the topics we write about mirror the plays we write about and the plays we write about mirror the topics we write about.
Having demonstrated the relative popularity of particular plays in relation to the canon and to individual genres, we now turn to the combined popularity of all plays in a genre over time (see Figure 12) . Note the slow decline in popularity of the tragedies to its current level of about 50%, and the correspondingly slow increase in popularity of the histories and the romances. As Table 1 shows, this does not reflect a drop in writing about Hamlet; it suggests that other tragedies, notably King Lear, Macbeth, and Julius Caesar, are not fixed in the center of the canon as they once were (see Table 5 ). dency of scholars to reassess and consider previously neglected plays. We can also consider the notion of a canon within Shakespeare' s plays: some plays, such as Two Noble Kinsmen, King John, and Two Gentlemen of Verona, are paid less attention than others. As Shakespeare remains a favorite subject in both high schools and universities, editions such as The Norton Shakespeare (with "Essential Plays / Sonnets" as part of its subtitle) and Necessary Shakespeare will continue, as will the articles and books that push back against the reification of a Shakespeare canon by attending to the importance of overlooked works. Though scholars usually search the WSB by keyword or browse by category in order to find materials on particular topics, we suggest that large-scale data analysis of the WSB has the potential to reveal even more about how we talk about Shakespeare. Future studies could, for instance, compare works by how they are categorized in the taxonomy; could include studies of apocryphal works and poetry; could find when certain keywords began appearing in article titles, key terms, and annotations; and could further examine aspects of the relationship between performance and publications. Global Shakespeare could also fruitfully be explored with attention to publication geography, performance venue, particular languages, and translations. Projects such as "Visualizing English Print 1470-1800" show the benefits of considering large corpora in the study of Shakespeare and early modern drama; existing data mining projects, however, tend to focus on the primary texts we study. 58 As this essay suggests, we can also better understand the field by analyzing the secondary sources we create.
The WSB is often called an "invaluable" resource for Shakespeareans. 59 Now, in the age of big data, distant reading, and visualization, the WSB can provide new ways of approaching Shakespeare scholarship. 60 But in order to do so, it will need to update its database structure and interface to make its wealth of information more readily available, accessible, and understandable to scholars.
